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A NOTE ON RIORDAN MATRICES

ASAMOAH NKWANTA AND NATHANIEL KNOX

AasrRacr. A simple relation betr+'een semicirculant matrices and R-iordarr Ina-
trices is given. As a consequence of t,his reÌation, the Riordan group multiplica-
tion is explicitiy defined in terrns of the classicai (usual) matrix multiplication.
An important class of Riordan matrices is also given ttsing an extension of the
usuai matrix similarity equivalence.

1. INTRoDUcrioN

A simple relation between infinite semicirculant matrices and Riordan matrices is
given in this note. Riordan nxatrices are a certain subset of infinite iower-triangular
matrices. We show that Riordan matrices can be factored as the product of a
semicirculant matrix and an infinite triangular matrix called a poaer' matrir.

The set of all Riordan matrices, under multiplication, forms a group structure
called t}re Riordan group. Although the Riordan group is commonly used to solve
classical combinatorial problems and problems related to special functions, its aige-
braic properties are also of interest. Moreover, understanding the algebraic proper-
ties of the Riordan group may lead to additional combinatorial and special function
applications. In this note, Sections 2 and 3 are given as preliminary material. In
Section 2, we give the definition of a Riordan matrix and a brief summary of the
Riordan group. In Section 3, we define and give some properties of semicirculant
and power matrices. The note results are given in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4,
rve consider the Riordan group as a semidirect product of two Riot'dan subgroups.
Using the semidirect product and properties of semicirculant and power matrices,
we construct a matrix relation between semicirculant and Riordan matrices. As a
consequence of the relation, the Riordan group multiplication is explicitly defined
in terms of the classical (usual) matrix multiplication. Also by the relation, ri/e can
construct Riordan matrices without having to rely on finding the matrix formation
rules. Finally, in Section 5, we consider another factorization of Riordan matrices
which involves sirnilar Riordan matrices. Similarity of matrices is well known for
n x n matrices. However, there seems to be a gap between similarity of finite n x n
matrices and similarity of infinite matrices. We introduce a similarity definition for
Riordan matrices and use Riordan matrix multiplication to prove certain subsets
of Riordan matrices are similar.

2. RroRoaN MATRIcES, AND Tup RtonDAN GRoup

The Riordan group is an algebraic structure whose elements are infinite matrices
called Ri,ordan matrices [12J, [14]. The definition of a Riordan matrix and a brief
summary of the Riordan group are outlined below.
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Related topics can be found in Merlini [5], Roman [10], and Sprugnoli [15].

Definition 2.L. Consider an i,nfi,ni.te matr-rtL: (hi);,iro witlz entries that beLong

to the field of cornpler numbers and let Ln (") : I",>o l"",irn be the .forrnal pouer'

series (fpil of the itÌz column o.f L. Then, L is called a R'iordan rnatrix i'f La (r) :
S @).[/(")]t where g (r) : 7*g1rtszn2+..., and f (r) : fic * Íz**/gr3*"'
such that g(r) and f (r) belong to the ring of formal power series Cfix)i and

Ít t o.

Therefore, formal power series (or generating functions) make up the columns of
L such that the columns are of the form

L is an infinite lower-triangular matrix which we denote as a pair L : (g (") , f (")) .

We also say the pair is a Riordan matrix. Pascal's triangle denoted by P :
(*,t-) i. a common example of a Riordan matrix. The first few entries of
\ r-r , r-c /,

P are given in Section 4.

Remark 2.1, In Defi,ni,ti,on 2.1, the constant coffici,ent go:1 is primarily used
utith combinatoria,l appli,cati,ons. Hotreaer, so * A is sufficient far the defini.ti,an.

If we let R denote the set of all Riordan matrices, then R is a group under
multiplication [12].

Definition 2.2. Giaen two Riordan matrices L : (g (") , Í (r)) and 1r1 : (À (r) ,

k(r)), then

L'r N : (g (r) ,/ (r)) * (à. (r) , k ("))
: (g ("). n$ @)),&(/("))).

With this rnultipli,cation (R,*) i^s called the Riardan group where the symbol " * "
d,en otes Riordan rnatrb multipli,catio n.

The expression g . h (f) denotes the Cauchy (convolution) product of two fps.
Furthermore, the composite functions À o / and k o f are well defined by properties
of formal power series [4], [10]. The identity element of the group is I : (1,").
That is, I is an infinite unit diagonal matrix. The inverse of L : (g (") , / (r)) is

/'t\
L-l :l-;---,7(r) |

\s (/ (u)J /
where ]1r; is the compositional inverse of /(r). The existence of /(r) is also
guaranteed by properties of formal power series.

Three important subgroups of the Riordan group are the associated, Appell, and
Bell sulrgroups. The Bell subgroup consists of all pairs of the form (g (r) , rg (r)).
The Appell subgroup, which is normal, consists of all pairs of the form (g("),t)'
And, the a^ssociated subgroup consists of all pairs of the form (1, f (")). The Riordan
group is a semidirect product of the Appell and associated subgroups. That is,

(g (*) , f (")): (g (r) , r) x (1, f {")) .

": 
I 
i i' 

tnr' tnr' 

)
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The notion of semidirect product is used in Section 4 to help construct the relation
between Riordan and semicirculant matrices.

3. SnurcIncuLANT AND PowER MATRIcES

Consider the formal power series

g (r) : go * gtr * gzr2 t gtr3 + . ., - Ln,r"
n)0

associated with the sequence (g0,gt,g2,g3,...). Wu associate the power series with
the matrix

g_:
où

Matrices of this form are caÌIed infinite ordered semicirculant matrices [4]. The
matrix g" is defined by g" : (g;i) where gij : gj-t for j > i and g15 : 0 for
j < i. Let H : {g(r) l9o:1} and G" : {S" I go - 1}, then G" is the set
of all semicirculant matrices with unit diagonal entries. G" is an abelian group
under matrix multiplication. The map d : II --+ G" defined by g (n) r--+ g" is an
isomorphism on G" [4].

Now, consider the set of all formal power series of the form

f @) : hr + fzr2 + h*3 + ... :7. f-"n
n)!

such that ft * 0. Under the operation of composition of formal power series, the
set of all such power series also forms a group. There is also an association between
the power series / (r) and matrices of the form

Fp:

r(r) r(r) r(r) r(r)JI J2 J3 J4
6 ,e(2) î(2) tQ)
" J2 J3 J4
n n r(3) r(3)u u JJ J+

000fÍn)

Matrices of this form are called power matrices [a]. The matrix Fo is defined by
Fp:(fi) where f4 t: /jn). fot i,j:I,2,..., ftj:,f3(n) *h"r, j >i. and Í4:g
when 7 < i. The row entries of Fo are given by the coeffi.cients of the ità power of
/ (r) and are obtained by the following sum

[/(")]' : I f]t),i.
j>r

For a discussion on finite semicirculant matrices and circulant matrices, see Davis
tll

To construct the factorization given in the next section, we introduce the fol-
Iowing notation. The notation M" denotes the transpose of a matrix M. Let

101

lso 9t 9z 9s

fo 9o9t9z
fo o go er

l0 0 0 eo
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.f (r) : Ii>, fyri such that /1 I 0. Then, the following block matrix

,r,': 

I

rl 10
e fi')
0 d')
s 4')
0 d')

00
00
00
/'"' 0
r(3) rQ)J4 J4

0

0
tQ)

J2
f(2)J3
tQ)

ol
ol

(Fo)t

4. Tnn FnctoRIzattoN

By properties given in sections 2 and 3, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 4,L. (g,r) x (1,.f) : (S")t'(fo)t where "'" denotes the usual matrin
rnulti,pli,cati,on.

Proof. The proof easily follows by equating coefficients. I

This leads to the following proposition.

Propositi on 4.2. Let (g, f) be a Riord,an matri,x. Then (g,/) : (g")r ' (fò' .

Praof. By Lemma 4.1 and equating coefrcients we obtain

(e,)t (ru)t :

0000
/{')o o o

rt') Í;') o o

4') rl?) /j') 0

fl\ fl,) d') flu)

10000
9t 1 0 0 0

9z91 1 0 0

9s929t10
9+9t929t1

{, | | r )lllll: I ; 'sf 'sfz 'sÍ3 
Ilillil\, | | ' J\/

: (g,J)'

Thus, we obtain the result. I

lI
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Therefore, the elements of the Riordan group are explicitly given in terms of the

classical matrix multiplication. To motivate Proposition 4.2, we give the following

exampie.

Example 4.L. Consid,er Pascal's matrtt t : (*,É) where g(r) : 1+ r +
*2+rs+...- * andÍ(r):x+r2+r3+r4+...- f;. Then, P rs decomposed

into the followi'ng Product:
, 'T

P: (s")' (ro)' : ((:-) )' f f '=) )\\i-r)") \\1-"/o)
The equivalent m

P:

10000
01000
01100
01210
01331

(i
lr
lr
l1
\

Proposi

Let (9, f

(g, /) *

0\
0lol0l

I
I

the following theorem arises.

,k) be Ri,ord,an matrices. Then

(e,)' . ((h o r)")î (tu " f)")

atrix form is

10000
11000
11100
11110
11111

000
100
2r0
331
464

As a result of

Theorem 4.3.

tion 4.2,

) and (h

(h I"\ -

Proof. By the definition of Riordan matrix multiplication, properties of semicircu-
lant and power matrices, and following Proposition 4.2 we obtain

(s, f) * (h,k) : (s .(h o /), (k o /))

(/ /a .rr r?: t(9.\norJl"Ì

(l \ /r ^r tT: t(8'/'(nor,l.'i

: (e")t.((ho f)")r
Thus, we obtain the result. I

Therefore, the Riordan group muitiplication is expressed as the classical matrix
product made up of matrices associated with the individual components of each
Riordan ordered pair. Theorem 4.3 which is the main result of this note also
explains the change of order of composition of the Riordan product.

r :T
i(t " r)oI

t tT
((k " f)e,)

r tT
((k. f)e)
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Therefore, the elements of the Riordan group are explicitly given in terms of the

classical matrix multiplication. To motivate Proposition 4.2, we give the following

example.

Example 4.t. Consid.er Pascal's matr-Lx 
": 

(*,t';) wh,ere s(r) :1+r+

12+r3+...- * ana f @): r+r2 +r3+n4+..'- 7\. Tnen, P zs decomposed

into the .followi,ng Praduct:

P:(s")' (ro)' :((+) )' l(t=) )'\\l-r/"/ \\r-t/rf
The equivalent m

P:

As a result of Proposition 4.2, the following theorem arises.

Theorem 4.3. Let (9, f) and (h,k) be Ri,ordan matrices. Then

(g, /) * (h,k) : (e,)t . ((h o f)")Î ((u. t)o)t.

Proof. By the definition of Riordan matrix multiplicatiorr, prop"rties of semicircu-
Iant and power matrices, and following Proposition 4.2 we obtain

(e,/)+(à,k) : (g. (nol),(kol))

: { (s. (tt " f))" }" .

: {(e").(h"f)"}"

, tT //i .r r?: (8"/ .((n o rJs/

Thus, we obtain the result. I
Therefore, the Riordan group multiplication is expressed as the classical matrix

product made up of matrices associated with the individual components of each
Riordan ordered pair. Theorem 4.3 which is the main result of this note also
explains the change of order of composition of the Riordan product.

atrix form is

10000
11000
11100
11110
11111

10000
01000
01100
0121 0

01331

10000
11000
L2100
13310
14641

r tT
t(k " f)ei

r tT
l(kof)-)
\' 'v/

/ \l

{(kof)-}
\' 'v/
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Example 4.2. consid,erP +,A: (*,É) - (tì ,r)- rn"n, we obta'in

PxA: ((*) (H) (*))
// r \\" //t-r\\' (f ' \\t
((, _,1") ((ffi)"i \(, -,-),J

The equivalent matrix form in this case is

l

o \ /t o o o

o lf o 10 o

0 l.l0 1 1 0

r llo llittt\

: lr,iî33, I
J[iliY )

plication follows by the definition

(r 0 0 0 \ [r o 0

l11oo llliop,*A : I i 1 1 o I I 2 r 1

Itllt ll+2r
\ )\

(t î33 I: l+ 310 
|

lt T 4 ' I

\)

The Riordan product of P * A is given by

/t o o o \ /r o o o

Iz 10 o I l11o o

| + B 1 o l:l t z 1 o

18741 111331
\ )\

In the Riordan product case, usual matrix multi
of a Riordan matrix.

Remark 4.1. Whenh(r) is abi'nomial series,
by Henrici, l4l can be used to cornpute (h o f)".

the J. C. P. Miller forrnula giuen

5. SlvllenlTY oF RloRoeN Ma:rnrcBs

Definition 5.L. Two Ri,ord,an matricesM and, N ore sa'id to be sirn'ilar i,f there

erists a Ri,ord,an matrwL such fàaú N : L-l x M * L.

Consider the Riordan matrices denoted A, P, S : (Co * A), T, Cs, and D6'

All of these matrices arise in combinatorial applications. In Riordan pair form we
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nave:

cs : (tg,#)
//s : ((V# -r)*,t=!#t)
' J: /1 - vti-:"-1 t1T : \;m,\.--1s,,1 z1

/ ( r -, +,2 \ - JT=r;=t:tF;A ( t - " + 12 ) - VF% ;':%5Ea \Ds:\-'-)

Matrices A and P are given in Section 4. The first few entries of T, S, Cs, and

D6 are as follows:

10000
01000
10100

(
=l

\
ise.

Do=

T_and

,sitions

10000
11000
L2100

\
I
I

)

23 310
4 6 6 4r

10000
11000
31100
7 4 t 10
199511

co: I o 2 o 1 o

20301

Proposition 5.1. The matrices Ds andP are s'im'ilar sinceDs: (Co)-'*P+C6.

Praof Use the definition of Riordan similarity, and perform Riordan matrix mul-
tiplication. See Nkwanta for more details [7]. I

Recall, matrix P is Pascal's matrix. The matrix C6 is an aerated Cataian matrix.
Also, by induction, it can be shown that (Ds)e is similar to PÈ. To see this, since

D0 : (Co)-t * P * Cs, successively multiplying equation Cs * Ds : P * Cs on the
right by D6 gives

Cs+(Ds)2 : P2*C6

C6*(D6)3 : P3xCs

C6*(Ds)k : Pk*Cs

::

The matrix P& : (**,tft) is a generalized version of the Pascal matrix P

given in Section 4.

(10 0 0 0 \

,:liiiîs,l
l,' 

4 4l ' 
)

Then, the following equivalence pro arposr
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Consider for n à 0 the following

D,, : (g @l\

Riordan matrix

( 1-, \"\nt6l , rn ("))

L' \ (t-"**)-JFú=F=VFW, Then, the following proposition arises.\e'nere9\Jl:tr
Proposition 5.2. Tlte matrices D6 and'Dn are s'irnilar since

D-,: L-n*Ds*A'(", l1) .

Proof. Use the definition of Riordan similarity, and perform Riordan matrix mul-

tiplication. I
The matrices A' : (n+t,r) *nd A-n - ((1 -")",r) are generalized' ver-

sions of matrix A given ìn Section 4, The matrix D,, also arises in combinatorial
applications. The matrix D6 has a lattice path interpretation and arises in con-

nection with RNA secondary structures [6]. Likewise Dr and Dz have lattice path

interpretations which arise in connection with the Fibonacci numbers [8]. Also noie

that similarity of Riordan matrices is an equivalence reiation. Thus, it easily follows

that P and D,, are similar.

proposition 5.3. The matri,ces S and, T are similar si,nce S: P-l * T * P.

Proof. Use the definition of Riordan similarity, and perform Riordan matrix mul-

tiplication. f
Matrix T is of interest since its left most column is sequence {1,1,3,7, 19 ' . . ) '

This sequence essentially goes back to Euler aad is commonly called the central

trinomial coefficients.
It is important to note that all the propositions discussed in this section can be

proved using Theorem 4.3. In addition, the theorem can also serve as a procedure for

computing and constructing Riordan matrices. For related topics on factorizations
of Riordan matrices, see Getu and Shapiro [2], and Peart and Woodson [9] for
triple factorization involving Stieltjes matrices, and Getu [3] for LDU factorization
involving Hankel matrices.
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